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News and helpful information from your friends at AmeriWeb Hosting

September 2021

WEB NEWS

Web Site Encryption

When you connect to a website and see a padlock symbol in the address
bar,  you  know  you’re  connected  to  a  website  that  has  a  secure
connection between your computer, and the website is  encrypted using
SSL/TLS  encryption.  If  you  see  the  padlock,  you  know  your
communication with the website is encrypted.

This  encryption  is  possible  because  your
browser  and  the  website  use  the  same
standardized coding. It is all automated, built in

to your browser and most servers (including ALL of ours).

AmeriWeb  Hosting  customers  enjoy  a  free  SSL  Certificate  and
encryption for all sites we host. We can also force all visitors to only see
the  secure  page,  by  making  any  inquiry  to  the  non-secure  page
automatically forwarded to the secure page.

Any questions, please feel free to email or call!

HOW TO

Keyword Meta Tag
Even though Google and many other search engines ceased using the
keywords meta tag, some still do.

Because the major search engines ignore the keyword meta tag, I use it
to remind myself which keywords I am aiming towards on that particular
page.  Some  sites  have  10-20  pages,  it  is  hard  to  remember  which
keywords  to  emphasize  for  each page.  Presto!  Insert  them into  the
keyword meta tag and they are there to remind me. Each page has its
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own, unique keyword meta tag line.

What a great, "new" use for an old and obsolete command!

MARKETING

Free Privacy Policy Generator
Free  Terms  and  Conditions  Generator  Most  web  sites  require
displaying  their  terms  and  conditions  and  their  privacy  policy  in  a
prominent  and  public  place  on  their  site.  Many  people  simply  find  a
competitor and copy their work. Some web site owners prefer to go other
routes, including the expense of hiring an attorney to write it for you.

A third option is a simple, online form generator that does the work for
you.  Free  Privacy  Policy  Generator  and Free  Terms  and Conditions
Generator This is one of our favorite free tools!

ASK A TECH

Q: I have several  sites with  AmeriWeb, and they are on different
servers. Who decides where a site is placed?
A: We run several servers for many reasons. We have a server located
in  Ottawa,  Canada  (our  workhorse  server  running  all  cPanel  sites),
servers  in two locations  that are  specifically optimized for  WordPress
sites (Hillsboro, Oregon and Ashburn, Virginia), and an additional server
in Iowa using older technology that will be phased out soon (sites on this
server  will  automatically  be  upgraded  to  a  newer  machine  at  the
appropriate time).

I am being rather long winded, but to answer your question, we choose
which server your site is hosted on, based upon your requirements and
any special needs.
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AmeriNews is published approximately 10 mes a year
by AmeriWeb Hos ng for our customers, friends and those curious about our business.

If you have a ques on for our ASK A TECH sec on, email it to
support@ameriwebhos ng.com

_______________________________________________
AmeriWeb Hos ng

(773) 735-5144
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